Functional analysis of cemented medial unicompartmental knee arthroplasty.
Gait analysis was used to study patients who underwent cemented medial unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA) for medial compartment degenerative knee disease. All had excellent clinical function of the operated knee, with minimal involvement of other joints. Ten patients met the inclusion criteria for this study. Gait findings from this study group, as well as those from a similar cohort of patients who had undergone total knee arthroplasty (TKA), were compared with those for a group of normal patients. A greater percentage of patients (7 of 10) following UKA maintained the normal biphasic flexion/extension moment pattern about the knee or demonstrated a quadriceps overuse pattern, when compared with similar groups following TKA. In addition, the adduction moment in patients following UKA was significantly larger than in patients following TKA. The postoperative limb alignment correlated with the peak adduction moment recorded during the patient's gait analysis. The postoperative alignment may explain the differences in the adduction moment between the UKA and TKA patients, as there tended to be residual varus in the UKA population. The results of this study imply that preservation of the anterior cruciate ligament during UKA allows patients to maintain normal quadriceps mechanics, and that residual varus alignment subjects a medial UKA to higher loads.